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Abstract: In China, the government has made great achievements in mass higher education and
intended to promote sustainable economic and social development. However, China still lacks
innovation today and is trapped in its low-value-added industrial dilemma. Therefore, this paper
aimed to understand how higher education outputs and industrial structure evolution affect each other
by analysing evidence from Hubei, China, from 2004 to 2013. This paper quantified higher education
outputs into graduate scale, education advancement, and innovation outputs and quantified industrial
structure evolution into industrial structure upgrading and industrial structure rationalisation. Next,
we applied the Granger causality test, vector auto-regression model, impulse response function,
and variance decomposition to explore the causal relationships, response styles, and contribution
rates between the indicators. The findings are as follows: (i) industrial structure upgrading and
rationalisation are the Granger reasons for education advancement, and innovation outputs and
graduate scale are the Granger reasons for industrial structure rationalisation; (ii) industrial structure
upgrading and rationalisation can promote education advancement both quickly and significantly,
however, education advancement, in turn, does not contribute to industrial structure evolution;
(iii) though the contribution of innovation outputs to industrial structure rationalisation is hysteretic,
it is greater than that of the graduate scale.

Keywords: higher education outputs; industrial structure evolution; human capital; innovation
outputs; Granger causality test; China

1. Introduction

In the early 1980s, Romer [1] proposed the new economic growth theory and highlighted the
importance of higher education institutions (HEIs), demonstrating that an economy with a larger stock
of human capital experiences faster growth. Nowadays, with the unparalleled success of Silicon Valley
near Stanford, and Boston’s Route 128 corridor near MIT, this theory has been convincingly supported.
Meanwhile, HEIs can help to facilitate the survival or revival of secondary cities, thus fostering different
economic sectors via the transfer of a highly tacit knowledge developed through research [2]. Therefore,
a new framework, namely the concept of university 3.0, emerged in the 1990s and emphasised the
socioeconomic functions of universities [3]. While university 1.0 was primarily focused on being an
educational institution, university 2.0 was focused on teaching and research. University 3.0 added a
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third aspect, namely the commercialisation of knowledge. These three missions of universities are now
becoming the basis for global competitiveness among national economies and receiving increasing
attention from regulators and scholars in all types of economies.

A rich body of literature has discussed the role of higher education in economic development.
One of the major arguments is that higher education influences economic development mainly through
its outputs. Benhabib and Spiegel [4] indicated that higher education has both a direct impact on
the economy through the generation of worker skills and indirect effects through the facilitation of
technology diffusion. Existing empirical studies have mostly concentrated on the statistical relationships
between aggregate economic growth rates and education levels [5] while neglecting the relationships
between the quality of economic development and other higher education outputs (HEO). Minsky [6]
indicated that the industrial structure embodies the level of development in an economy, and its
rationality directly determines whether the economy has the potential for rapid growth. Therefore,
the industrial structure can reflect the quality and sustainability of economic development [7]. With the
emergence of global production networks (GPNs), a country’s industrial structure and its evolution
are becoming more and more important for developing countries [8]. Notably, industrial structure
evolution (ISE) can drive technology innovation, create more job opportunities, and generate a
sophisticated demand for talents [9]. This creates a situation where the development of specialised
industries leads to the flourishing of a variety of specialised schools. Thus, HEO and ISE have a
direct and intimate developmental relationship. However, although there is relevant research on the
relationship between HEO and ISE, the research mainly remains at the level of qualitative analysis and
fails to provide good answers to these questions: Is the relationship between HEO and ISE a direct
or indirect mutual reinforcing relationship? How do HEO and ISE affect each other? How much
is the degree of relevance between them? In short, the interaction between HEO and ISE needs
further exploration.

Since the economic reforms of 1978, education in China has undergone remarkable changes,
both quantitatively and qualitatively. The Chinese government have adopted specific policies
and programs to improve research outcomes and the cultivation of research labour in higher
education [10]. In particular, a university expansion plan was implemented in 1999 aimed to cultivate
more university students. Nevertheless, despite large amounts of investment, Nolan [11] found that
these policies had not resulted in the creation of corresponding competitive technologies to help China
improve its industrial structure. On the contrary, the industrialization model of China has remained
resource-intensive and brought about increasingly severe environmental pollution and ecological
deterioration, which have endangered regional sustainable development [12]. Further, China’s lag in
industrial evolution is becoming restrictive and confines Chinese enterprises to lower-end industries,
thus hindering China’s sustained development in a globalised world [13]. Therefore, it is of great
theoretical and empirical significance to figure out the interaction between HEO and ISE in the context
of China and help China explore a more effective to proceed higher quality development.

Given above, this paper aims to address the interaction between HEO and ISE by studying their
causal relationships and how they affect each other in detail. The rest of this paper is organised
as follows. The next section combs existing literature related to the higher education-economic
development relationship and HEO and ISE measurements. This is followed by an explanation of
the research material and methods, after which we present our results. The paper concludes with
an overview of our main findings and a discussion of avenues for further research, and the paper’s
methodological limitations.

2. Literature Review

This section firstly analyses the existing research on the relationship between higher education
and economic development from different perspectives and then combs the common methods to
measure HEO and ISE. It concludes with how this study could fill the gap of existing literature.
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2.1. The Relationship between Higher Education and Economic Development

Recent decades have witnessed a significant increase in the number of studies that tend to analyse
the sophisticated relationship between higher education and economic development. In general,
the research agendas can be divided into three branches.

The first one—which is also considered a mainstream approach in current studies—is research on
the effects of higher education on economic development. On the one hand, scholars have consistently
agreed that higher education can accelerate economic growth rates through the cultivation of skilled
workers, the capitalisation of university ideas, and the creation of innovative achievements [14–16].
This notion led to the framing and implementation of several policies that facilitated university-industry
linkages, the most influential of which was the 1980 Bayh-Dole Act in the United States. This act
is frequently considered as a catalyst for the United States’ rocketing economy during the 1980s
and 1990s, given that growth was achieved through the provision of innovation property rights to
universities [17]. On the other hand, scholars have highlighted the importance of higher education for
ISE, and have demonstrated that higher education can accelerate ISE through knowledge spillovers,
technological innovations, and entrepreneurial ecosystems [18,19]. He [5] and OECD [9] claimed that a
large pool of creative human capital is crucial for making such approaches possible; this capital tends
to include masters and doctoral students. Some empirical examples confirming the above-mentioned
viewpoints focus on South Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, and Japan, all of which, through
massive investments in higher education, have realized industrial upgrading and a successful
transformation from low-value-added exportation to high-value-added exportation [20]. Therefore,
one can conclude that higher education plays a significant role in economic development, the results of
which are embodied in the quantitative effect (accelerating economic growth rates) and the qualitative
effect (facilitating industrial structure evolution). Existing studies have focused on analysing the
quantitative effect.

The second agenda involves research on the effects of economic development on higher education.
The theory of total factor productivity framed by Solow [21] indicated that a rapidly growing economy
produces demand for innovative human resources and technological capabilities. Nowadays, thanks to
the global workings of capitalism and the increase in decision-making regarding production locations
and technology mixes, this demand has been profoundly affected, thus stimulating the development
of higher education. Furthermore, the financial benefits gained through economic development
increase the inputs allotted to HEIs (for example, funding for laboratories). Concentrating on the
effects of industrial structures on higher education, studies have verified that ISE also generates
demand for human resources [22,23]. Jing [24] indicates that secondary and tertiary industries with
high productivity and employment elasticity particularly demonstrate a strong ability to boost job
opportunities. Simultaneously, changes in the industrial structure tend to bring about corresponding
adjustments in the subject settings of HEIs [25].

The third agenda is research on the interactions between higher education and economic
development. This research agenda requires further exploration. On the one hand, scholars have
advanced various arguments on the existence—or the lack—of a significant causal relationship between
higher education and economic development. Whilst Pillay [26] points out that there are obvious
statistical correlations between higher education and economic development, Ca [27] demonstrates that
their relationships are limited. On the other hand, researchers have drawn contradictory results on how
higher education and economic development affect each other. Vu et al. [28] demonstrate the existence
of a virtuous cumulating circle of higher education and economic growth. Nevertheless, Kumar [29]
found that higher education clearly increases economic growth, but this growth, in turn, has a negative
effect on enrolments in education. Overall, existing studies concerning this agenda are inadequate,
and their results are mixed, and even controversy. Consequently, it is necessary to focus on the
specific parts of economic development, which can help researchers understand the varying modes of
interaction between higher education and the different aspects of economic development. As mentioned
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above, the industrial structure can reflect the quality of economic development and studying the
interactions between higher education and ISE can remedy the defects in the existing literature.

2.2. The Measurement of HEO

Higher education affects ISE through its outputs and, therefore, should be assessed based on
output indicators [30]. HEO was originally conceptualised as a component of the theory of educational
production functions, which considers schools as sites where various educational resources interact to
produce educational outputs [31]. Scholars mainly measure HEO using the gross enrolment rate [5],
the educational achievement levels of university students [32], and the graduation rate [33]. A few
have considered other approaches such as employment rates [30], course evaluations [34], and the
proportion of university students in the labour force [35].

In short, most studies construct output indicators based on the perspectives of university students.
However, university students are not yet a part of the social productive forces that can exert a direct
impact on ISE. Furthermore, existing studies tend to adopt a single output measure, since they consider
only the human capital function of higher education and ignore the functions of research and knowledge
commercialisation. Nevertheless, as the concept of university 3.0 has pointed out, universities of
the new era not only educate students and conduct research but—to a greater extent—also aid the
commercialisation of research. In particular, universities in East Asia have taken knowledge transfer
more seriously and regard it as the stepping-stone to enhance their global competitiveness [36]. Thus,
the research and knowledge commercialisation functions of higher education should also be valued.

2.3. The Measurement of ISE

The concept of ISE began with the theory of the global value chain [37], which, in most literature,
refers to the process of industrial structure upgrading. From the perspective of firms, industrial
structure upgrading implies the constellations of ways in which firms can move up the global value
chain from low-value-added manufactures to high-value-added goods [20,38]. From the perspective
of structural change, industrial structure upgrading refers to the process of constant change in the
industrial structure’s centre and the evolution of the primary industry into secondary and tertiary
industries successively [39,40]. It is mainly measured by the unit prices, market shares, and overall
intrinsic quality of the products [38,41,42].

However, the concept of industrial structure upgrading cannot reflect the dynamic optimisation
and combination between production, economic technology, and resources during the process of ISE.
Therefore, employing the concept of industrial structure rationalisation is necessary; this concept
refers to the process by which resource allocation is optimised continuously with the sustainable
development of the economy, and enterprises are upgraded from low-tech and labour-intensive to
high-tech and capital-intensive industries [43]. It is often measured by labour productivity, industrial
structure relations, and industrial deviation degrees [44,45].

In sum, previous studies have had some weaknesses. First, despite abundant and insightful
writings on the unidirectional relationship between higher education and economic development,
there has been a relative dearth of research on the two-way causal relationship between HEO and specific
parts of economic development, especially ISE. Second, studies have not clarified whether the different
indicators of HEO and ISE have equal impacts on each other. Third, studies such as Etkowitz [46]
have placed particular focus on universities, especially research universities, while neglecting the fact
that vocational schools are also important sources of higher education. Fourth, studies have tended
to analyse the relationship between HEO and ISE at the national level. However, as Bergman [47]
pointed out, regional-level analysis is also important because university-industry relations may play a
different role in each region based on the specific conditions of firms, universities, and socioeconomic
contexts. Last, the measurements of HEO and ISE still require further improvements, since past studies
have seldom taken the research and knowledge commercialisation functions of higher education into
account and have neglected the process of industrial structure rationalisation during ISE.
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This study, therefore, aims to overcome the weakness of existing studies and complement their
findings. Accordingly, taking both universities and vocational schools into account, this study selected
a regional case, the Hubei province in China, and analysed its relevant HEO-ISE interactions in great
detail by systematically measuring the causality, response styles, and contribution rates between their
different indicators. Meanwhile, this study also constructed comprehensive indicator systems for HEO
and ISE.

3. Materials and Methods

This section firstly expounds the research framework of this study and then states the reason why
the authors select Hubei province as the research target. Next, it illustrates the research methodology
in detail, followed by the explanation of the sources of the data required.

3.1. Research Framework

As shown in Figure 1, this study utilised a relation framework (0) to delineate the HEO-ISE
interaction in Hubei, China. Primarily, this study quantified HEO into the graduate scale (GS),
education advancement (EA), and innovation outputs (IO); quantified industrial structure evolution
into industrial structure upgrading (IU) and industrial structure rationalisation (IR). Next, it applied the
Granger causality test to explore the two-way causal relationships between the indicators. Moreover,
it employed the vector auto-regression (VAR) model, impulse response function (IRF), and variance
decomposition to explain their different response styles and contribution rates further. The empirical
process was conducted using EViews 6.0.
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3.2. Study Area

China is a vast country consisting of 34 administrative districts, namely provinces, most of which
are similar in size to the larger European states and quite divergent in their socioeconomic contexts.
Furthermore, they have their own sub-national governments and exercise substantial autonomy in
policymaking and fiscal matters, thus leading to obvious regional disparities [48]. Therefore, in the
Chinese context, it is necessary to focus on a specific and representative regional case.

The Hubei province is home to many immortal poets and politicians. It has implemented major
educational policies in China since ancient times. Now, in the modern era, it plays a more vital role in
Chinese higher education, owning the largest number of HEIs in the Midlands and producing over
6,000,000 graduates since the economic reform in the late 1970s. Notably, according to the Hubei
Provincial Bureau of Statistics [49], local enterprises tend to be the first choice for most graduates, so the
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phenomenon of brain drain is not a serious concern in the Hubei province. Thus, this study assumed
that graduates from Hubei HEIs have low mobility and tend to move only within the Hubei province.

3.3. Research Methodology

3.3.1. Indicator Selection and Definitions

Considering the human capital function of HEIs, the first HEO is the number of graduates.
However, graduates are not the exclusive source of human resources in ISE, and certain fluctuations
can be found in the ratio of graduates to human resources. Thus, the number of graduates cannot
correctly reflect the human capital function of HEIs. Considering this, this study assumed that all
university students were engaged in secondary and tertiary industries after graduation, and applied
the ratio of the number of additional graduates to the number of additional employees compared to
the prior year in both secondary and tertiary industries; this calculation reflected the ratio of changes
in the number of graduates to the number of employees (recorded as Ri). After normalising it to 0~1,
Ri represented the function coefficient of the number of graduates (Ni), and their product indicated the
human resource outputs with weight from HEIs, namely, graduate scale (recorded as GSi).

GSi = Ni × Ri. (1)

In this formula, Ni is the number of graduates, Ri is the function coefficient, i is the year, and GSi
is the value of graduate scale.

Considering the research function of HEIs and the fact that postgraduates with higher education
level than undergraduates are the main forces of research [50], education advancement was considered
as the second HEO. Education advancement refers to the process by which the talent structure shifts its
gravity centre. This paper assumes that n kinds of educational backgrounds exist and that, by ordering
them according to decreasing levels and recording their proportions to gross graduate numbers as
Pj, (0 < Pj < 1), an education advancement evaluation index (EA) can be constructed to describe
the hierarchy that exists among graduates with regard to average educational level. In this study,
educational backgrounds comprised three hierarchies formed by the average educational levels of
postgraduates, undergraduates, and vocational school graduates, respectively. As the percentage of
the number of graduates with higher educational levels increases, the EA value also increases.

EA =
n∑

i=1

i∑
j=1

p j. (2)

Considering the knowledge commercialisation function of HEIs, the third HEO is innovation
outputs. Many early studies on innovation outputs have taken patenting and licensing as
indicators [51,52]. However, recent studies have verified that collaborative activities, such as contracts
and consulting, account for a larger proportion of innovation outputs [53]. Therefore, this study
measured innovation outputs using universities’ market turnover related to technological innovations
in contracts; this refers to the sum of the contractual amounts recorded in the registered technology
contracts (including technology development, technology transfer, and technical consultation
and services).

In terms of industrial structure upgrading, this study used the concept based on the perspective
of structural change and followed the measurement used by Fu [54]. First, a three-dimensional
space vector, X0 = (x10, x20, x30), was defined, where x10, x20, and x30 indicated the ratios of the GDP
accounted for by the added values of the primary, secondary, and tertiary industries, respectively.
Next, the intersection angles, θ1, θ2, and θ3, between X0 and space vectors, X1 = (1,0,0), X2 = (0,1,0),
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and X3 = (0,0,1), ordered according to increase in level, were calculated. The general mathematical
expression was as follows

θ j = cos−1

∑3
i=1

(
xi, j × xi,0

)
√∑3

i=1 xi, j2 ×

√∑3
i=1 xi,02

, (3)

where, i, j = 1, 2, 3.
Successively, the IU value of industrial structure upgrading was calculated as

IU =
3∑

k=1

3∑
j=1

θ j = 3θ1 + 2θ2 + θ3, (4)

where, k, j = 1, 2, 3. The higher the IU value, the more superior the industrial structure.
In terms of industrial structure rationalisation, this study adopted the Theil index as a measure

because it included the economic theoretical foundation of structural deviation and indicated
the importance of different industries, thus effectively simulating the actual process of economic
development through the parameters in

IR =
n∑

i=1

Yi
Y
× ln

Yi
Li

Y
L

, (5)

where IR represents the value of industrial structure rationalisation; Y, the value of outputs; L,
the number of employees; i, industry; n, the number of industries. The closer the IR value is to 0,
the more rational the industrial structure becomes; conversely, the higher the IR value, the more
irrational the industrial structure becomes.

3.3.2. Methods for Analysing Causal Relationships between HEO and ISE

The Granger causality test is a statistical explanation of the relationship between variables,
which is essentially a test of whether a variable’s lag variable can be introduced into other variables’
equations [55]. Thus, the Granger causality test is a pivotal approach for determining the causality
among variables of time series. Its fundamental concept is that if a variable is affected by other variables’
lagged values Granger causality exists among them. Suppose there are two time series, the variables
could be expressed in the following equation:

Yt =
∞∑

i=1

αiYt−i +
∞∑

i=1

βiXt−i + εt (6)

The lagged value Xt−i of X can cause Yt to fluctuate. That is, at least one i0 causes βi0 , 0.
Under this circumstance, variable Y is the Granger reason for X. In practice, before the operation,
the time series should first meet the requirements of stability; otherwise, it is necessary to smooth the
variables. Generally, the stability of the time series is verified by the difference operation and the unit
root test of sequences, followed by a cointegration test. Only when the variables have a long-term
equilibrium relationship can a Granger causality test be performed.

3.3.3. Methods for Analysing Response Style and Contribution Rate

Vector autoregression (VAR) is a model based on the statistical properties of data; it constructs the
model by considering each endogenous variable in the economic system as a function of the hysteresis
value of all endogenous variables in the system, and then analyses the dynamic impact caused by
random disturbance on the variable system to explain various economic impacts on the formulation
of economic variables [55]. Compared with ordinary simultaneous equations, the VAR model deals
with all variables as endogenous variables, reducing the uncertainty in the simultaneous equation
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model due to subjective error. Thus, the VAR model is one of the most useful and convenient methods
to analyse and predict the complex relationship between multiple relative indicators. Its general
mathematical expression is

yt = Φ1yt−1 + · · ·+ Φpyt−p + HXt + εt, (7)

where, t = 1, 2, . . . , t. yt is the column vector of the k-dimension endogenous variable; Xt,
the column vector of the d-dimension exogenous variable; Φ1~Φp, the parameter matrices to be
estimated; εt, the k-dimensional perturbed column vector; p, the lagged intervals for the endogenous.
After constructing the VAR model, this study further adopted the impulse response function to
analyse the dynamic response of an endogenous variable to the impact of a perturbation term (namely,
the response style), and applied the variance decomposition to delineate the relative importance
degrees of each impact on the endogenous variables (namely, the contribution rate).

3.4. Research Data

The methodology above requires data that describe the key indicators. Specifically, the number
of employees and the GDP were derived from the Hubei Statistical Yearbook. Also, the numbers
of postgraduates, undergraduates, and vocational school graduates were obtained from the Hubei
Education Statistical Yearbook. In addition, the universities’ market turnover related to technological
innovations was derived from the Compilation of Science and Technology Statistics of Universities.
Furthermore, a constant price processing was applied to the GDP and university technology market
turnover based on 2003 values.

Besides, the period from 2004 to 2013 was selected as the research interval for the following
reasons: (i) 2004 is the start year when the first group of university graduates joined the employees
and had an impact on ISE after the university expansion plan; (ii) in 2012, the Chinese government
implemented some large-scale discipline adjustments, and a scientific comparison of graduates can be
conducted only under the same discipline-setting framework; (iii)the overall tendency of economic
development from 2004 to 2013 was stable led to reduced external distractions in data selection and
improved the reliability of the results. The descriptive statistics of variables are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of variables for HEO and ISE.

Variable Range Minimum Maximum Mean Std. dev.

The number of employees
(thousand people) 1850 35,070 36,920 36,117.0 604.8

The numbers of postgraduates
(people) 22,897 11,688 34,585 24,222.9 6859.9

The number of undergraduates
(people) 85,904 129,343 215,247 174,051.4 26,775.0

The number of vocational school
graduates (people) 133,516 117,447 268,889 216,957.9 49,326.8

GDP (million yuan) 1,915,859 563,324 2,479,183 1,361,064.7 643,620.4
The universities’ market turnover
(thousand yuan) −37,041 40,082 101,411 70,252.2 18,454.7

4. Results

Consistent with the research design, this section firstly presents the results of the different
indicators of HEO and ISE. Then it orderly discusses the results of Granger causality test, VAR model
parameter estimation, impulse response function and variance decomposition.
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4.1. Measurement and Analysis of HEO and ISE

4.1.1. Measurement and Analysis of HEO

As indicated in Figure 2, the graduate scale between 2004 and 2008 presented a wavelike rising
trend from 93,829 in 2004 to 464,123 in 2008, implying that the impact of graduates on human resources
in the Hubei province became increasingly significant. Notably, in 2009, the number of employees in
both secondary and tertiary industries increased rapidly, while the number of graduates decreased
by 8396, resulting in the most significant weakening of the graduates’ impact on human resources.
The 2008–2009 Chinese economic stimulus program was carried out by the State Council of China to
explain this phenomenon in a certain extent. On November 2008, the Chinese government announced
a RMB¥ 4 trillion stimulus package as an attempt to minimize the impact of the global financial
crisis on the economy. This program brought increasing investment in key areas such as housing,
rural infrastructure, transportation, and disaster rebuilding, which, consequently, supplied quantity of
labour-intensive occupations and helped transform lots of farmers into construction workers. At the
same time, many university students chose to pursue further education in graduate schools due to the
fact that the financial crisis made it difficult for them to find optimal jobs. This reduced the numbers of
graduates during the period of the financial crisis. Further, the Regulations on adjusting the enrolment
plan for vocational schools released in 2006 greatly reduced the enrolment rate in vocational schools,
partly accounting for the shrinkage of the numbers of graduates in 2009. After the financial crisis,
the graduate scale then began to increase from 30,553 in 2010 to 51,478 in 2013.
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As shown in Figure 3, the education advancement level presents a tendency toward a decrease,
followed by increase: from 2004 to 2005, the education advancement level declined from 1.592 to
1.545 due to the rapid increase in the number of vocational school graduates. After the policy of
enrolment structure adjustment was introduced in 2006, the education advancement level increased
slightly. However, from 2007 to 2009, China began to launch the reform in the higher education
system, and the school years of masters students have gradually changed from two years to three years.
This reduced the numbers of postgraduates. Therefore, during this period, the value of education
advancement dropped again and fell to its valley value (1.467) in 2009. Since 2010, the level of
educational advancement has gradually increased from 1.522 to 1.570 in 2013.

By applying constant price processing to universities’ market turnover related to technological
innovations in different years based on the 2003 value, the market turnover of constant price from 2004
to 2013 in the Hubei province can be identified, namely, the level of innovation outputs. As shown
in Figure 4, the level of innovation outputs progressed through different stages. On the one hand,
it showed a trend toward wavelike decrease and fell to its valley value (40,082) during the first stage;
on the other hand, it performed a trend of wavelike increase and reached its peak value (80,288) during
the second stage.
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4.1.2. Measurement and Analysis of ISE

By using Equations (3)–(5), the values of industrial structure upgrading and rationalisation in
Hubei province from 2004 to 2013 were obtained (Figure 5). Overall, the level of industrial structure
upgrading in the Hubei Province is improving and can be classified into stages. From 2004 to 2006,
a rapid increase in the level can be observed; it rose from 5.889 to 6.818. However, it began to decrease
between 2006 and 2008 and fell to 5.954 in 2008. This was closely related to the financial crisis of 2008.
In 2009, it began to advance and reached 6.328. Between 2010 and 2013, the level steadily increased
from 6.297 to 7.491. In terms of industrial structure rationalisation levels, it fluctuated within the range
of 0.21 to 0.31 during the study period, and its overall change was not significant. As mentioned above,
the higher the IR value, the more irrational the industrial structure becomes. Between 2004 and 2011,
the IR value reached its peak (0.31) in 2011, meaning the industrial structure tended to be irrational;
this was closely related to the labour-intensive industry transfer from east China to the Midlands.
From 2012 to 2013, the IR value declined from 0.3 to 0.27, indicating that the industrial structure was
moving toward a tendency to be rational.
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4.2. The Causal Relationships between HEO and ISE

4.2.1. The Unit Root Test and Cointegration Test

A time series was employed for the paper’s empirical test, which must be checked prior to the
model establishment and analysis to avoid pseudo regression between variables [56]. In this paper,
the common unit root test methods, Augment Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and cointegration tests were carried
out to test the time series. The results of the unit root test are shown in Table 2, which shows that all the
time series of this empirical test under the 10% confidence level satisfies the first order integer serial.

Table 2. The results of the unit root test.

Variable Integrated
Term

The ADF
Statistic

MacKinnon
Critical Value Probability Test Type

(p, c, t)

IO 4IO −4.084 −3.702 0.071 * (1, c, t)
44IO −4.624 −3.878 0.058 * (1, c, t)

GS GS −2.888 −2.771 0.085 * (1, c)
4GS −3.174 −2.842 0.066 * (1, c)
44GS −3.637 −3.520 0.044 ** (1, c)

EA 4EA −2.824 −2.801 0.097 * (1, c)
IU 4IU −3.050 −2.801 0.072 * (1, c)

44IU −3.504 −3.432 0.044 ** (1, c)
IR 4IR −1.826 −1.599 0.067 * (1)

44IR −2.583 −2.006 0.018 ** (1)

Notes: 1. ‘4’ denotes a first-order difference calculation for a variable, and ‘44’ indicates a second-order difference
calculation for a variable. 2. ‘p’ is the lagged order determined by the AIC (akaike info criterion), and c and t
respectively indicate that the constant term or the trend term is contained. 3. ‘*’ and ‘**’ respectively signify the 10%
and 5% significance levels.

The results of the cointegration test are shown in Table 3. They reveal that the variables rejected
the null hypothesis on IU-EA, IU-IO, IR-EA, and IR-GS at the 95% confidence level and rejected the
null hypothesis on IR-IO at the 90% confidence level, thus indicating that there were cointegration
relations between the variables. Therefore, a Granger causality test could be performed on the above
variable pairs. However, the p value of variables on IU-GS was 0.273, implying that it did not pass the
cointegration test, and thus a Granger causality test could not be conducted.

Table 3. The results of the cointegration test.

Variable Pair Null Hypothesis Track Statistic Characteristic
Root Statistic p-Value

IU-EA
No cointegration relations 0.838 22.833 0.003
Not more than one cointegration relation 0.644 8.269 0.004

IU-IO
No cointegration relations 0.953 30.897 0
Not more than one cointegration relation 0.552 6.429 0.011

IU-GS
No cointegration relations 0.574 10.102 0.273
Not more than one cointegration relation 0.336 3.271 0.070

IR-EA
No cointegration relations 0.878 23.310 0.003
Not more than one cointegration relation 0.557 6.508 0.011

IR-IO
No cointegration relations 0.763 14.858 0.062
Not more than one cointegration relation 0.341 3.332 0.068

IR-GS
No cointegration relations 0.942 23.869 0.002
Not more than one cointegration relation 0.123 1.049 0.306

Note: If p < 0.05 (the number can also be broadened to 1.0), the null hypothesis will be rejected at the 95% or 90%
confidence levels, and cointegration relations will exist.
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4.2.2. Granger Causality Test

Prior to the Granger causality test, the most reasonable lagged order was decided based on the
Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Schwarz criterion (SC). The results of the Granger causality test
are shown in Table 4. The probabilities that industrial structure upgrading (IU) and industrial structure
rationalisation (IR) were not the Granger reasons for education advancement (EA) were only 0.017 and
0.035, respectively. This indicated that the early changes in industrial structure upgrading (IU) and
industrial structure rationalisation (IR) could effectively explain the changing process of education
advancement (EA). Additionally, the probabilities that graduate scale (GS) and innovation outputs
(IO) were not the Granger reasons for industrial structure rationalisation (IR) were only 0.045 and
0.092 respectively, indicating that the early changes of graduate scale (GS) and innovation outputs (IO)
could also effectively explain the change process of industrial structure rationalisation (IR). However,
there were no causal relationships between industrial structure upgrading (IU) and innovation outputs
(IO) because their p-values were not significant. Furthermore, education advancement (EA) was not
the Granger reason for industrial structure upgrading (IU) or industrial structure rationalisation (IR).

Table 4. The results of the Granger causality test.

Null Hypothesis F Statistic p-Value

EA is not the Granger reason for IU. 0.757 0.542
IU is not the Granger reason for EA. 21.257 0.017 **
IU is not the Granger reason for IO. 1.742 0.315
IO is not the Granger reason for IU. 3.666 0.157
EA is not the Granger reason for IR. 2.981 0.194
IR is not the Granger reason for EA. 12.536 0.035 **
IO is not the Granger reason for IR. 5.888 0.092 *
IR is not the Granger reason for IO. 0.611 0.599
GS is not the Granger reason for IR. 10.380 0.045 **
IR is not the Granger reason for GS. 2.035 0.276

Note: ‘*’ and ‘**’ signify that the null hypothesis was rejected at 10% and 5% significance levels, respectively.

4.3. The Response Style and Contribution Rate between HEO and ISE

4.3.1. VAR Model Parameter Estimation

Based on the Granger causality relations obtained above, two sets of VAR models were constructed.
In the first model, industrial structure upgrading (IU), industrial structure rationalisation (IR),

and education advancement (EA) were the variables. After parameter estimation, a relationship model
was constructed as follows (the adjusted R2 = 0.970791):

EAt = 0.065IUt−1 − 0.057IUt−2 + 1.127IRt−1 − 0.299IRt−2 + 1.032EAt−1−

0.245EAt−2 + 0.038.
(8)

In the second model, the graduate scale (GS), innovation outputs (IO), and industrial structure
rationalisation (IR) were the variables. After parameter estimation, a relationship model was constructed
as follows (the adjusted R2 = 0.527275):

IRt = 0.526GSt−1 − 0.118GSt−2 − 0.151IOt−1 − 0.1431IOt−2 + 1.915IRt−1−

0.982IRt−2 − 0.281.
(9)

4.3.2. Impulse Response Function

The results of the stationary test of the VAR models obtained above show that all characteristic
roots of the models are in the unit circle. Thus, an impulse response function can be carried out to
analyse the response styles between the variables. Their IRF graphs were plotted in Figures 6 and 7.
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The horizontal axis is the response time (unit: year) of the impact, the vertical axis the growth rate of
variable, the solid line the IRF, and the dotted line the positive or negative double standard deviation
belts (-2SE).Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  13 of 19 
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As Figure 6 indicates, if a positive impact is applied to industrial structure upgrading (IU) and
industrial structure rationalisation (IR) respectively, education advancement (EA) will indicate a
response quickly, and it will achieve the peak value in the second year. This means that whenever
the industrial structure becomes more advanced and rational, the demand for advanced talents
emerges within a short time period. As enterprises continue to employ adequate talents for production,
the quantity demanded declines until the seventh year, which indicated that the ISE demand for talents
in Hubei province had a strong stage characteristic.

As Figure 7 indicates, if a positive impact is applied to innovation outputs (IO), industrial structure
rationalisation (IR) will be promoted in the fourth and fifth periods, suggesting that the positive
impact of technology innovation on industrial structure will be revealed only after four or five years.
This can be described as the time lag. If a positive impact is applied to the graduate scale (GS),
the industrial structure rationalisation (IR) will be promoted in the first four periods, but this effect is
not obvious enough.

4.3.3. Variance Decomposition

To assess the importance of impulse response impact further, this study introduced variance
decomposition to analyse the four variables pairs, EA-IU, EA-IR, IR-IO and IR-GS, and determined the
contribution rate of every structural impact on the growth rates of the variables. The results are shown
in Figures 8 and 9 respectively. The horizontal axis represents the number of time lags (unit: year),
and the vertical axis represents the contribution rate (unit: Per centage) of the variable. The higher the
value, the greater the contribution.
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As Figure 8 indicates industrial structure upgrading (IU) had a very high contribution rate
towards education advancement (EA), with a maximum of 80.57%. Moreover, with the passage of
time, the contribution rates presented a trend of wavelike decrease but were still high in overall.
Industrial structure rationalisation (IR) also had a high contribution rate, with a sustained and stable
high contribution capacity.

As shown in Figure 9, the contribution rate of innovation outputs (IO) to industrial structure
rationalisation (IR) was above 40%, reaching its maximum value in three years, fluctuating slightly
in the fourth, fifth, and sixth years, then staying comparatively stable during the later periods.
The contribution rate of graduate scale (GS) to industrial structure rationalisation (IR) was above 30%.
It appears that the contribution of graduate scale (GS) to industrial structure rationalisation (IR) was
weaker than that of the innovation outputs (IO).

5. Discussion and Implications

As pointed out by the Ministry of Education of China (2017) [57], the gross enrolment rate of
Chinese HEIs in 2017 reached 45.7%—higher than the global average level—and the number of students
in Chinese HEIs reached 38 million, accounting for one-fifth of the world’s total number. Undoubtedly,
China has made great achievements in mass higher education. Contrary to the widely-accepted
opinions about the positive impact of higher education on industrial structure, China is still trapped
in its labour-intense, low-value-added and high-resource-consumed industrial production mode.
This production mode has significantly hindered the sustainable development of China. Specifically,
from the ecological dimension, this production mode has exerted too much pressure on the environment
and broken the general laws of nature, leading to extreme weather and unusual nature activities.
From the social dimension, this production mode has exposed human beings to serious industrial
pollution such as air pollution, climate change, and heat island effect, which is threatening public
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health [58]. Meanwhile, from the economic dimension, this production mode has greatly decreased the
efficiency of material and energy usage and produced a huge financial loss in light of the enormous scale
of China’s industrial sector. Under this circumstance, in May 2015, the Chinese Central Government
released the initiative of ‘Made in China 2025’ which aspires to comprehensively evolve China’s
industrial structure, and based on this plan involving "Smart Manufacturing” and “Industrie 4.0”,
China aims to become the leading industrial power by 2049 [59]. However, some scholars demonstrated
that industrial digitalization would also bring about some social challenges such as large-scale job losses
and increasing competition [60,61]. Notably, Beier et.al [61] advocated that qualifications required of
workers in a digitalized industry would increase substantially, suggesting that educational levels and
skills of workers will become more vital components of people’s future viability. Hereby, policy-makers
and scholars should address the questions about how to fully utilize the positive effects of HEO on ISE
and what HEIs could do to follow up the changes in industry. The findings of this paper can, to some
extent, give answers to the above questions and provide some noteworthy implications for future
policies about educational improvement, industrial evolution and sustainable development.

First, this study verified that there exist two sets of unidirectional Granger causality between HEO
and ISE: (i) industrial structure upgrading and rationalisation are the Granger reasons for education
advancement; (ii) innovation outputs and graduate scale are the Granger reasons for industrial structure
rationalization. This provides new empirical findings to the fierce argument on the interaction between
higher education and economic development.

Second, industrial structure upgrading and rationalisation can promote education advancement
both quickly and remarkable. This means whenever the industrial structure indicates more upgrading
and rationalization, the demand for advanced talents with higher education levels emerges in a short
time. Thus, from the perspective of educational improvement, talent cultivation should be modified in
accordance with changes in the industrial structure. Just as Lee (2016) [62] suggested that schools can
make changes in the goals and content of the learning process to adjust to industrial restructuring.

Third, education advancement, in turn, does not contribute to ISE, which suggests that there
exists a substantial mismatch between the supply of higher-educated human capital and the demands
of industrial development; this may have resulted from the nation’s strong control over HEIs [63].
More autonomy thereby should be granted to HEIs, and more efficient policies should be formulated to
enhance HEIs’ abilities to cope with dramatic evolutions in technology and the changing skill needs of
enterprises. In this way, HEIs can develop more scientifically and achieve their positive effects on ISE.

Fourth, none of the indicators of HEO contributes to industrial structure upgrading, partly due to
the lack of effective channels between HEO and ISE. In addition, as revealed by He [5] higher education
itself is not a sufficient condition for industrial structure upgrading, since other intermediating markets
and social contexts are crucial too, especially the rational allocation of educational resources to both the
private and public sectors, rather than one or the other. Thus, to advance the industrial structure, it is
crucial to develop a friendly and fair environment and optimise the resources between different sectors.

Lastly, the burgeoning number of university expansion plans in China may be perceived to be
too time-consuming and effort-consuming as the impact of graduate scale on industrial structure
rationalisation is limited when compared to that of innovation outputs. Therefore, to optimize the
industrial structure, on the one hand, the Chinese government should develop a wider portfolio of
robust data for supporting evidence-based decision-making to address human capital needs better
instead of focusing on blind expansion. On the other hand, more emphasis should be placed on
accelerating the knowledge transfer from universities to industries (e.g., establishing specialised
units, constructing collaboration networks, and carrying out public-private research and development
partnership programmes). However, the findings of this paper also show that it takes the increase
of innovation outputs by HEIs four or five years to have a positive impact on industrial structure
rationalisation. This indicates that university innovation should be considered as a long-term
development strategy.
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6. Conclusions

Confronted with the severe environmental pollution caused by industrial production,
many countries have been keen on developing strategic, innovative, and profitable industries to proceed
with higher quality development and strive to achieve a balance between economic development
and environmental protection [64,65]. Thus, industrial structure evolution is widely considered as
an important force in sustainable development [12]. Meanwhile, the advent of the global economy,
the expansion of technological knowledge, and the growth of the knowledge production have made
higher education inclusive and directly responsible for industrial structure evolution. Despite a
long and fruitful research tradition in understanding the unidirectional relationships between higher
education and economic development, there is a lack of empirical studies on the interaction modes
between HEO and ISE. In light of this situation, this study employed an explicit econometrical method
to explore the causality, response styles, and contribution rates between HEO and ISE.

The main empirical results of this study have highlighted the importance of industrial structure
evolution for educational advancement and the catalytic action of innovation outputs for industrial
structure evolution. These findings are expected to be useful as an instrument to promote sustainable
ecological, social and economic development as they have lit the paths on how to improve Chinese
industrial structure and facilitate sound interaction between the economic system and education system.
Further, the findings could also help to shed light on the required frame conditions for successfully
implementing the program of Made in China 2025.

Our main contributions to the existing literature lie in systematically exploring the two-way causal
relationship between HEO and ISE. By using the graduate scale and universities’ market turnover
related to technological innovations in contracts as indicators of HEO instead of the numbers of
graduates and patents, the study made another important contribution. The measurement processes of
indicators used in this study are replicable and systematic, allowing for potential longitudinal studies.
Furthermore, the approach this paper took to determine the interaction modes offers a way forward
for exploring the relationships between education and other specific aspects of economic development.

However, this research design also has some limitations, which simultaneously point toward
future research avenues. First, as modern HEIs take on more and more new roles in the socio-economic
system, it is difficult to consider all the aspects of HEO in the study. Thereby, other aspects of HEO
such as the quality of higher education and the outputs of university culture could be further discussed.
Second, the study integrated vocational schools and universities together and did not segment the
sectors of industries. However, more inspiring conclusions might be drawn if the authors do some
comparative study across the geographical regions. Further research hereby could be conducted on
the varying interaction modes between different types of HEIs and different sectors of industries.
Third, the factors underlying the interaction modes between HEO and ISE, especially the specific roles
played by intermediaries and educational institutions, also deserve more attention from policy-makers
and scholars.
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